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ABBREVIATION LIST AND GLOSSARY OF TERMS 

 

CAD – computer aided design  

CAM – computer aided manufacturing  

CONSTRUCT – elementary cell which generates the constructal sequence, in the 

sense of boosting the complexity of the structural organisation [1]. 

CONSTRUCTAL  – construct (structure, assembly), which is optimally connected with 

limited resources, in terms of goals and constraints [1]. The constructal undertaking is 

predictive. 

DATE – primary elements, from varied , relatively unsystematic sources, that allow the 

coming up to a decision. 

FRACTAL  – „an object that is generated through infinite repetition of an algorithm 

based on rules postulated by similarity”1. The fractal undertaking is descriptive. 

INFORMATION– data defined by novelty. 

ENGINEERING – from the latin word ingenium (spirit) – the using of all spiritual 

resources in order to achieve a goal.  

IT or TI – high technology or information technology. 

PLC – Programmable Logic Controller – electronic digital universal device of control of 

a process. 

RAM – random access memory – memory that can be randomly accessed in locations. 

Advantage: high access speed. Disadvantage: it is usually volatile (information is 

deleted after the power source is disconnected). 

                                                           
1 Adrian Bejan – „Form and structure from engineering to  nature”, Publishing Company of Romanian Academy, 
Bucharest, 2004. 
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TAC – computer assisted technologies. 

CONSTRUCTAL THEORY  – determinist principle that allows anticipation of the form 

and structure, banking on explaining the geometrical shapes of natural flow systems 

(highlights the physical principle responsible for organization). It physically interprets all 

naturally organized flow systems. 
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1. GOALS 

 

1. Protection for human beings against mine explosions; 

2. The development / nurture of the  ecolocation sense of the workers that explore 
hostile environments by the aid of a robot towards the arborescent movement; 

3. The acquisition of data from the dangerous (explosive) environment: distance 
towards dangers, concentration of methane, pressure, temperature, humidity.  

4.  Labour protection for the staff who explore natural resources in hostile 
environments (mines); 

2. ABSTRACT 

In many situations man exploits or explores natural resources in dangerous and 
hard-to-reach environments. For example, in mines accidents caused by explosions or 
declines are frequent. In such an environment, a worker is similar to a blind person. In 
this case, the nurture of the staff in order to prevent these disaters, together with labour 
protection measures, is a challenge for all companies. 

If it were for us to evaluate ourselves, we believe that our project deserves your 
attention solely for the efficiency of the construction, the simplicity of the design and the 
integration in Contructal Theory.  

At bottom, the robot built by us detects dangers (obstacles that block the access 
paths) – moving arborescently and activates a shield when an explosion is initiated, 
explosion caused by the marsh gas in mines, for example.  

What is especially outstanding is the sensibility a nd reaction speed of the 
robot when an explosion is initiated.  

Also important is the fact that the main robot „The  DendroROBOT” fig. 5 ÷ 9, 
was built in two constructive versions, and to moni tor the parameters of the 
dangerous (explosible) environment, a mobile roboti zed station was built, station 
that can be attached both on a rover fig. 11 and on  the DendroROBOT.  An 
unlocker robot fig. 15 was also built in order to c lear the access paths, which 
were blocked because of the declines. 

3. FIVE MOTTOS FOR OUR PROJECT 

• “Irredeemable is only the mistake of letting yourself crushed down”. 
• “When you go around in circles, you have it always  this way.” 

(Octavian Paler). 
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• “The optimal distribution of the imperfections is the principle that generates 
the perfect form” (Adrian Bejan). 

• “The total effect results from the co-operation of extern and / or intern actions” 
(Valeriu V. Jinescu). 

• What resulted can be seen, more or less, but what cannot be seen is much 
more and I felt that the working hurts until you free yourself from it. (with 
mercifulness,  beside these  names, Agache Săndel). 

4. UTILITY OF THE PROJECT. ELEMENTS OF NOVELTY 

4.1. UTILITY 

The project is expected to be ”a helping hand” for  the people working in 
hostile, obscure environments and travel on a path that can be learnt by the 
brain , taking into account the fact that blind people develop other senses and acquire 
abilities that help them apprehend the outward things in ways that people who are able 
to see cannot even understand. Out of these senses makes itself conspicuous 
ECOLOCATION: the ability of orientation with the aid of the echo produced by sounds, 
just the way bats and dolphins do – ability that can be developed by exercise and that 
can help the brain “reconstruct” itself. By boning up on this subject we have found out 
that the human brain can process information that transform hearing into sight or into a 
special tactile sense, resulting a possible new sense. This is the sense we are trying to 
”nurture” through this project and as practicability, the robot protects the worker against 
explosions and avoids the obstacles resulted from declines in a hostile environment 
where explorations are conducted, the dangerous paths being tracked down by the 
robot and handled at labour protection training. 

Through monitoring the parameters of the dangerous environment with the aid od 
the robotized station labour accidents can be prevented when workers explore this 
environments, or causes for an accident can be analyzed.  

4.2. ELEMENTS OF NOVELTY  

a) Building of an autonomous robot in two hardware and software versions that 
moves in a dendritic way - the DendroRobot, that avoids obstacles produced 
by declines and that activates a shield which offers protection against 
explosion caused by methane. 

b) Building of an unlocker robot in order to clear the access paths which have 
been previously blocked by declines caused by mine explosions. 

c) Communication between the two robots.  
d) The design of a mobile or immobile radar station in order to measure the 

distances towards dangers.  
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e) The design of a robotized station towards monitoring the parameters of the 
dangerous environment. 

f) The integration of the main robot DendroRobot in Adrian Bejan’s, the great 
Romanian-born American scientist, Constructal Theory (transdisciplinarity).  

g) Introductive idea of a constructal model for the movement in hostile 
environments, hard-to-reach for people. 

5.   FOUNDATION OF THE “DENDROROBOTUL” PROJECT 

5.1. A FEW REFERENCES TO THE CONSTRUCTAL LAW 

 
The form of the dangerous path in a mine can be preliminary determined with the aid 

of a constructal model.1 

In figure 1 is represented a model that generates a dangerous path by minifying the 
time covered by the robot.  
 

 

Fermat’s Law: point-point flow              Fig. 11   Constructal Law: volume-point flow  

The calculus elements that are necessary to determine the variables and the 
constants from the software programme are defined in the following rows for a 
dangerous path, that can be simplistic featured in two dimensions:  

                                                           
1 A. Bejan – „Form and structure from engineering to nature”, Publishing Company of Romanian Academy, 
Bucharest, 2004. 

ooo LHA •=
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Area Ao is compulsory, but the factor       that  defines the form is not assigned. 
Optimization of Ao: 

a) The “altruistic” way: 

 

                         The result                      << 1 is the geometrical shape of the system (the 
dangerous path). 

b) The “egotistic, but with social thinking” way: 
 
  

                         The optimal exterior shape is the same, namely:                          

What is beneficial for the most underprivileged individual (shape),  
is beneficial for the society (path), too!  
 

5.2. PROBLEM UNDER CONSTRUCTAL ASPECT 

Determination of the shape2              that allows an optimal circulation (distribution)  
of the tensions created by obstacles/dangers; the maximal tension should be uniformly 
distributed  

Fig. 2 

The unknown function D(z) belongs to the family of functions law – power            
, where b and m are constants.  
  The width of the path at the distance x is:                , where  
a is a constant and n the exponent of the form. 
 
                                                           
2 Adrian Bejan, Silvie Lorente, J. Lee –„Unifying constructal theory of tree roots, canopies and forests” – 

Journal of Theoretical Biology 254 (2008) 529 – 540. 
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Constants can be assigned with the aid of informati on on the ROBOT!  
The challenge can go on…  
 CONCLUSION:                                                                                   
The structure volume-point/point – volume contains an infinite number of flow 
ways point – point, that observe a rule .  

The dangerous path, wherever it is situated, belongs to the nature and therefore, in 
order to determine it, the principle ilustrated in figure 33 has to be respected: 

                                                                Time 

                             Nature                               Principle 

 

Fig. 3 

5.3. HARD QUESTION! 

 

We asked ourselves the question: How can we discover what impact the brain 
received when it couldn’t exert its visual function anymore (the root) to develop what it 
has got (what it is endowed with) to accumulate new abilities, senses? A possible 
answer would be that of making the blind person aware of the fact that both themselves 
and what they do daily are not anything else but arborescent flows. This can be done 
through communication and processing of the signals that come from the ROBOT (ex. 
Their transformation in sounds or pressures on the body). THIS WAY HE CAN 
DEVELOP HIS OWN ECOLOCATION. 

                                                           
3 Adrian Bejan – „Form and structure from engineering to nature”, Publishing Company of Romanian Academy, 
Bucharest, 2004. 
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5.4. “TRANSPORT” OF CONSTRUCTAL IDEAS IN ESTABLISHING THE 

ROUTE  

 

 

Fig. 4 

6.  HARDWARE ELEMENTS 
 

The DendroRobot – the main robot has been made in two constructive versions.  
 The versions 1 and 2 solve the case:  
 the explosion occurs, the robot brings up its shiel d and simultaneously turns 
around, then it moves while avoiding the obstacles produced by declines (the 
case is shown also in the presentation film annexed to the report). 
The summary description of version 1:  
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Fig. 5 
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Fig. 6 

In the following pictures it is summarily described the second version of the 
DendroROBOT: 

 

Fig. 7. Position of the shields before an explosion 
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Fig. 8. Man in action – he explores the dangerous environment with the aid of the 
DendroROBOT 
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Fig. 9. The man protected by the shields of the DendroROBOT when the explosion is 
initiated 

 

Fig. 10. The compressor that simulates the explosion 
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7. MONITORING THE PARAMETERS OF THE DANGEROUS 

ENVIRONMENT. 
 

The monitoring robotized station can be mobile or immobile. If the dangerous 
environment is a rough terrain, then the monitoring station is attached to a rover, fig. 
11. 

 
Fig. 11 

For the serial communication is used the bluetooth brick EV3, NXT , or Ethernet 
module or bluetooth „MateSilver”, and PUTTY can be used as display environment. 

 
Fig. 12 Modules used for transmitting data in the dangerous environment 
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In figure 13 it is shown an example of data collecting from the environment through 
PUTTY, and in figure 14 can be seen the diagram of methane monitoring: 

 

Fig. 13 

Parameters 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Average 

Methane(ppm) 239 204 195 188 185 183 179 196.1428 

Inflammable 
gases(ppm) 

589 565 554 546 539 531 525 549.8571 
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Fig.14. 

8. DIRECTION FOR DEVELOPMENT PROJECT 
 

Hardware and software prototype for a thermal camera to track down workers that 
have been hurt by the explosion.  
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9. THE UNLOCKER  ROBOT 

 

 

Fig. 15 Unlocker Robot 



 

10. ELEMENTS OF
 

The design of the main programmes 
unlocker robot was made in NXT
shown in the report and the complete codes are annexed to it.

10.1. Main programme 

 

 

ELEMENTS OF SOFTWARE 

The design of the main programmes was made in EV3, and the software for the 
unlocker robot was made in NXT – G and EV3. Extracts from the programmes are 
shown in the report and the complete codes are annexed to it. 

Main programme version 2 (final version) - extract 
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, and the software for the 
from the programmes are 
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10.2. Comunication between DendroRobot and UnlockerRobot

10.3. Main programme 

 

Comunication between DendroRobot and UnlockerRobot

me  version 1 - extract 
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Comunication between DendroRobot and UnlockerRobot - extract 
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10.4.  Touch configuration code – extract 
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NOTE: The materialization of the program golden angle - extract. 

The Golden Angle is found in almost every structure in nature. For example, the 
sunflower’s seeds are perfectly disposed at this angle to cover the growing area. 

 

10.5.  Radar code – declines resulted from the explosions (General 
principle of code for project development) 

 

#include <LiquidCrystal.h> 

LiquidCrystal lcd(8, 13, 9, 4, 5, 6, 7); 

int count = 1; 

// 

// CHANGE CONTROL SIGNALS HERE 
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// 

#define HC_SR04_VCC A1 

#define HC_SR04_TRIGGER A2 

#define HC_SR04_ECHO A3 

#define HC_SR04_GND A4 

 

void setup() { 

    // set up the LCD's number of columns and rows:  

    lcd.begin(16, 2); 

    // Print a message to the LCD. 

    lcd.print("Radar Danger Dendro"); 

    lcd.setCursor(0, 1); 

    lcd.print("Distance:"); 

    lcd.setCursor(10, 1); 

    lcd.print(0, 10); 

    pinMode(HC_SR04_VCC, OUTPUT); 

    digitalWrite(HC_SR04_VCC, HIGH); 

    pinMode(HC_SR04_GND, OUTPUT); 

    digitalWrite(HC_SR04_GND, LOW); 

    pinMode(HC_SR04_TRIGGER, OUTPUT); 

    pinMode(HC_SR04_ECHO, INPUT); 

} 

 

void loop() { 

    digitalWrite(HC_SR04_TRIGGER, LOW); 
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    delayMicroseconds(4); 

    digitalWrite(HC_SR04_TRIGGER, HIGH); 

    delayMicroseconds(20); 

    digitalWrite(HC_SR04_TRIGGER, LOW); 

    delayMicroseconds(10); 

    long pulse_us = pulseIn(HC_SR04_ECHO, HIGH); 

    int dist_cm = pulse_us / 59; 

    lcd.setCursor(10, 1); 

    lcd.print("     "); 

    lcd.setCursor(10, 1); 

    lcd.print(dist_cm, 10); 

    lcd.setCursor(13, 0); 

    lcd.print(count, 10); 

    count = (count+1) % 1000; 

    delay(100); 

} 

10.6. NXT and EV3 code extract for the unlocker robot. 
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11. BUDGET PROJECT 

 

 Minimal budget Version 1, necessary minimum – preliminary estimation. 

No Product / service name U.M. Quan
tity 

Price Total 
 

1 Airplane round tickets Bucharest – Doha  buc 4 700 € 2800 € 
2 Basic set EV3 – robot pieces buc 3 1896, 65 

lei 
5689,95 lei 

3 Expansive set EV3 – robot pieces buc 1 557,44 lei 557,44 lei 
4 V4 “Vision” Camera, EV3 compatible 

http://www.mindsensors.com/index.php?modul
e=pagemaster&PAGE_user_op=view_page&P
AGE_id=78 

buc 1 149.75 $ 149.75 $ 

5 “Arduino Uno” Panel 
http://www.robofun.ro/arduino/arduino_uno_v3 

buc 1 109 lei 109 lei 

6 Grafic serial LCD 128x64  – display of serial 
data 
http://www.robofun.ro/lcd/lcd_grafic_serial_128
x64 

buc 1 169 lei 169 lei 

7 Servomotor 
http://www.robofun.ro/mecanice/servo/servo_p
ower_hd_high_torque_1501mg 

buc 1 131 lei 131 lei 

8 Stabilizer brick 5v 
http://www.robofun.ro/stabilizator-
5v?search=stabilizator brick 
5v&sub_category=true 

buc 1 10 lei 10 lei 

9 Kit methane sensor 
http://www.robofun.ro/senzori/biometric/kit-

buc 1 43 lei 43 lei 
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senzor-metan-mq4 
10 Kit gas sensor panel MQ 

http://www.robofun.ro/kit-placa-senzor-gaz-mq 
buc 1 8 lei 8 lei 

11 Kit carbon monoxide sensor MQ-7 
 http://www.robofun.ro/senzori/biometric/kit-
senzor-monoxid-carbon-mq7 

buc 1 54 lei 54 lei 

12 ComMotion Motor Driver Shield 
http://www.robofun.ro/commotion-motor-driver-
shield 

buc 1 299 lei 299 lei 

13 XBee 50mW Wire Antenna - Series 2 
(ZB)http://www.robofun.ro/wireless/wireless-
xbee/xbee_50mW_wire_antenna_seria_2 

buc 1 199 lei 199 lei 

14 Connection Wires father-father 140 
mmhttp://www.robofun.ro/bricks/fire_conexiune
_tata_tata-140mm 

buc 2 8 lei 16 lei 

15 Connection Wires mother-mother (20 
bucati)http://www.robofun.ro/fire-conexiune-
mama-mama?search=fire%20conexiune 

buc 1 10 lei 10 lei 

16 Connection wires father-mother 15 cm 20 
pieces http://www.robofun.ro/cabluri-
conectare-mama-tata-20-
bucati?search=fire%20conexiune 

buc 2 9 lei 18 lei 

17 Lego NXT Intelligent Brick 
http://www.ebay.com/bhp/lego-nxt-brick 

buc 1 100 € 100 € 

18 EVShield 
fohttp://www.openelectrons.com/index.php?mo
dule=pagemaster&PAGE_user_op=view_page
&PAGE_id=95r Arduino Duemilanove or Uno 

buc 1 64 $ 64 $ 

19 NXShield-D for Arduino Duemilanove or Uno 
http://www.openelectrons.com/index.php?mod
ule=pagemaster&PAGE_user_op=view_page&
PAGE_id=7 

buc 1 99,95 $ 99,95 $ 

20 EV3 Cable Pack            
http://shop.lego.com/en-US/EV3-Cable-Pack-
45514 

buc 1 12,99 $ 12,99 $ 

21 Flexi-Cables for NXT/EV3 (FLEX-
Nx)http://www.mindsensors.com/index.php?mo
dule=pagemaster&PAGE_user_op=view_page
&PAGE_id=67 

buc 1 9,95 $ 9,95 $ 

22 Extender for NXT/EV3 Cables buc 2 7,95 $ 15,9 $ 
23 Taxes, t-shirts with the firm logo, posteres, 

Romania flag, experimental environment for 
demonstration 

 4 150 € 600 € 

TOTAL 3500 € 
352,54 $ 
7313,39 lei 
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Annex 1- Data acquisition: analyze colors creates by explosion 

 We have made these experiments in order to determine the colour of the flame 
which occured in the burning of magnesium and copper (II) chloride, proving the 
utility of the colour sensor. 
 

View Color – extract 

 

View RGB – extract 

 

 

 

View Passive - extract 
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View Raw – extract 
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Annex 2 - Data acquisition:  "Monitoring of parameters environmental 

explosive" (general principle of code for project development) 
 

//altitude sensor/pressure Pa MPL 3115A2 
//methane sensor MQ-4 
//temperature sensor/humidity HIH-6130 
 
#include <Wire.h> 
#include <SoftwareSerial.h> 
 
int bluetoothTx = 2; 
int bluetoothRx = 3; 
 
SoftwareSerial bluetooth(bluetoothTx, bluetoothRx); 
 
byte fetch_humidity_temperature(unsigned int *p_Humidity, unsigned int 
*p_Temperature); 
void print_float(float f, int num_digits); 
 
#define TRUE 1 
#define FALSE 0 
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char pastring[10]; 
char tmpstring[10]; 
 
float pressure; 
float temperature; 
 
int ipress; 
int itemp; 
 
void setup() 
{ 
  //bluetooth 
  Serial.begin(9600); 
   
  bluetooth.begin(115200); 
  bluetooth.print("$$$"); 
  delay(500); 
  bluetooth.println("U,9600,N"); 
  bluetooth.begin(9600); 
 
  Wire.begin();    
  myPressure.begin(); 
 
  //sensor HIH-6130 
   
  pinMode (4, OUTPUT); 
  digitalWrite (4, HIGH); 
  delay(500); 
  myPressure.setModeBarometer(); // Measure pressure in Pascals from 20 to 110 kPa   
  myPressure.setOversampleRate(7); // Set Oversample to the recommended 128 
  myPressure.enableEventFlags(); // Enable all three pressure and temp event flags  
 
  Serial.begin(9600); 
  delay(500); 
} 
 
int senzor_Value; 
 
void loop() 
{ 
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  //senzor MQ-4 
   
  senzor_Value = analogRead(A0); 
  bluetooth.print ("Valoare metan (MQ-4): "); 
  bluetooth.print (analogRead(A0), DEC); 
  bluetooth.print (" ppm"); 
  bluetooth.println(); 
  bluetooth.println(); 
  delay (500); 
 
  //senzor MPL3115A2 
 
  float pressure = myPressure.readPressure(); 
  int ipress = pressure; 
     
  bluetooth.print("Presiune(kPa): "); 
  bluetooth.print(pressure/1000); 
 
  temperature = myPressure.readTempF(); 
  itemp = temperature; 
  //display.write("Temperature(F): "); 
  //display.write(tmpstring); 
 
  float tempC = (myPressure.readTempF() - 32) * 5/9; 
 
  const float sea_press = 1013.25; 
  float altitude = myPressure.readAltitude(); 
   
  float altituded = ((pow((sea_press /pressure), 1/5.257) - 1.0) * (tempC + 273.15)) / 
0.0065; 
 
  bluetooth.print("    Altitude(m): "); 
  bluetooth.print(altitude/1000); 
 
  float altitude_ft = myPressure.readAltitudeFt(); 
  bluetooth.print("    Altitudine(Feet): "); 
  bluetooth.print(altitude_ft/1000,2); 
  bluetooth.println(); 
  bluetooth.print("Temperature(C): "); 
  bluetooth.print(tempC, 2); 
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  float celsius = myPressure.readTemp(); 
  float tempf = myPressure.readTempF(); 
  bluetooth.print("    Temperature(F): "); 
  bluetooth.print(tempf); 
  bluetooth.println(); 
  bluetooth.println(); 
  delay(500); 
 //senzor HIH_6130 
  pressure = myPressure.readPressure(); 
  ipress = pressure; 
  byte _status; 
   unsigned int H_dat, T_dat; 
   float RH, T_C; 
      _status = fetch_humidity_temperature(&H_dat, &T_dat);   
      switch(_status) 
      { 
          case 0:  Serial.println("Normal."); 
                   break; 
          case 1:  Serial.println("Stale Data."); 
                   break; 
          case 2:  Serial.println("In command mode."); 
                   break; 
          default: Serial.println("Diagnostic.");  
                   break;  
      }        
      RH = (float) H_dat * 6.10e-3; 
      T_C = (float) T_dat * 1.007e-2 - 40.0; 
 
      bluetooth.print ("Humidity: "); 
      bluetooth.print (RH, 2); 
      bluetooth.print("% "); 
      bluetooth.print("  "); 
      bluetooth.print("Temperature: "); 
      bluetooth.print (T_C, 2); 
      bluetooth.print(" C"); 
      
      bluetooth.println(); 
      bluetooth.println(">>><<<<<<<<<<<<<<"); 
      bluetooth.println(); 
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      delay(500); 
} 
byte fetch_humidity_temperature(unsigned int *p_H_dat, unsigned int *p_T_dat) 
{ 
      byte address, Hum_H, Hum_L, Temp_H, Temp_L, _status; 
      unsigned int H_dat, T_dat; 
      address = 0x27;; 
      Wire.beginTransmission(address);  
      Wire.endTransmission(); 
      delay(100); 
       
      Wire.requestFrom((int)address, (int) 4); 
      Hum_H = Wire.read(); 
      Hum_L = Wire.read(); 
      Temp_H = Wire.read(); 
      Temp_L = Wire.read(); 
      Wire.endTransmission(); 
       
      _status = (Hum_H >> 6) & 0x03; 
      Hum_H = Hum_H & 0x3f; 
      H_dat = (((unsigned int)Hum_H) << 8) | Hum_L; 
      T_dat = (((unsigned int)Temp_H) << 8) | Temp_L; 
      T_dat = T_dat / 4; 
      *p_H_dat = H_dat; 
      *p_T_dat = T_dat; 
      return(_status); 
}   
void print_float(float f, int num_digits) 
{ 
    int f_int; 
    int pows_of_ten[4] = {1, 10, 100, 1000}; 
    int multiplier, whole, fract, d, n; 
 
    multiplier = pows_of_ten[num_digits]; 
    if (f < 0.0) 
    { 
        f = -f; 
        bluetooth.print("-"); 
    } 
    whole = (int) f; 
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    fract = (int) (multiplier * (f - (float)whole)); 
 
    bluetooth.print(whole); 
    bluetooth.print("."); 
 
    for (n=num_digits-1; n>=0; n--) // print each digit with no leading zero suppression 
    { 
         d = fract / pows_of_ten[n]; 
         bluetooth.print(d); 
         fract = fract % pows_of_ten[n]; 
    } 
} 

 

Annex 3: The final hardware solution of DendroRobot - Description 

construction 
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Annex 4: The DendroRobot and the UnlockerRobot 

 


